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Incident Response and Notification  
is a Global Challenge
Breach notification laws are unique in their incident 
reporting requirements and continue to reduce 
the time organizations have to notify authorities 
of a breach. In some cases, this window is as little 
as 72 hours. Lastly, incidents lack documentation, 
involve more data, and occur more frequently. 
Without automation and knowledge of global 
breach notification law, compliance and response 
becomes a growing challenge. 

OneTrust Incident & Breach Response

Onetrust Incident & Breach Response
OneTrust Incident & Breach Response helps centrally manage incidents, automate tasks, and keep records for compliance and 
notification, helping comply with global laws. The tool is powered by OneTrust DataGuidance intelligence, an innovative database 
of global privacy and breach laws, integrated directly into the OneTrust platform. With OneTrust Incident & Breach Response, build 
context-aware automated workflows that help your organization react to incidents dependent on applicable laws or custom use 
cases. Meet diverse global breach notification requirements and timelines with flexible reporting and incident response audit trails. 
Lastly, increase accountability by assigning risk owners, setting deadlines and automatic reminders, as well as tracking and prioritizing 
mitigation efforts.

EFFICIENT INCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
FOR GLOBAL LAWS 

FASTER INCIDENT RESPONSE & 
NOTIFICATION DECISIONS 

VALUABLE AUDIT TRAILS FOR  
RAPID COMPLIANCE 

Leverage OneTrust DataGuidance™ to  
assess incidents against hundreds of global 

privacy and security regulations

Scale incident response with dynamic, 
automated workflows that help streamline 

notification decision-making 

Generate reports for compliance and document 
incident-related activities for both internal 

stakeholders and regulatory authorities 

STREAMLINE BREACH INVESTIGATION & IMPROVE INCIDENT VISIBILITY
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OneTrust is the #1 most widely used privacy, security and third-party risk technology platform 
trusted by 3,000 companies to comply with the CCPA, GDPR, ISO27001 and hundreds of the 

world’s privacy and security laws. OneTrust’s three primary offerings include OneTrust Privacy, 
OneTrust PreferenceChoice™ and OneTrust Vendorpedia™. For more, visit OneTrust.com.
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 START A FREE TRIAL OR REQUEST A DEMO AT ONETRUST.COM

Key Capabilities
• Clarity and Visibility: View incident status across your organization through a single pane of glass.
• Deep Regulatory Research: OneTrust DataGuidance provides insight into 300+ global privacy and security laws.
• Investigation Made Easy: Automate key investigation steps with tailorable, context-aware workflows.
• Know When to Notify and How: Assess incidents and get guidance on notification responsibilities.
• Mitigate Risks: Prioritize risks and track incident remediation efforts with a full audit trail.
• Understand Your Business: Link your data map and vendors to incidents to see what data is involved.

Improve Incident Response Visibility with a Single Pane of Glass
• Gain a holistic view of incidents across your entire organization through a modern user interface
• Leverage drill-down capabilities to get the details you need to understand the impact of an incident
• Track breach response progress and notification deadlines with easy-to-use centralized dashboards 

Gain Instant Insight into Global Notification Requirements with OneTrust DataGuidance
• Improve decision-making with access to hundreds of global privacy and data breach notification laws 
• React faster with initial breach assessment automation using OneTrust DataGuidance  intelligence
• Reduce regulatory confusion around breaches and feel confident in your organization’s global response

Streamline Breach Investigation with Context-Aware Automated Workflows
• Streamline incident response with rule-based automated workflows based on law, location, severity, etc. 
• Respond confidently with built-in breach notification assessment templates from 100+ jurisdictions 
• Reduce incident fatigue with dynamic rules to filter out noise, helping your team focus on priorities

Simplify Breach Notification Decisions and Leverage Powerful Reporting Engine
• Save time deciding what to put in applicable global notification reports with built-in templates
• Find the right information faster with flexible reporting customization and easy filtering
• Instantly view incident status across your organization with visual infographic dashboards 

Effectively Mitigate Risks and Easily Track Actions with a Detailed Audit Trail   
• Enhance incident investigation with automated risk flagging based on configurable severity levels
• Increase mitigation accountability with assigned risk owners, deadlines, and automated reminders
• Demonstrate compliance when necessary with auto-generated, exportable audit trails for compliance

Strengthen Your Compliance Readiness by Integrating with the OneTrust Platform
• Understand the total impact of an incident with extensive data map and vendor inventory linking
• Get the right response team involved and collaborating with roles-based access controls
• Keep workflows intact with access to the OneTrust Integration Marketplace and an open API

https://www.onetrust.com/

